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Highlights  

• Positive affect leads to more cognitive flexibility and broadened attention 

• These effects depend on concurrent levels of approach motivation 

• Affect and motivation synergistically influence attention and cognitive control 

 

 

Abstract  

Positive affect has been linked to increased flexibility in disparate domains, however, conclusions 

across these domains are still missing. In this review, we focus on flexibility studied in the context of 

cognitive control and attention, where striking similarities are observed. Positive affect increases 

flexibility and broadens attention at the cost of stability or goal maintenance. Importantly, these 

effects are associated with low levels of approach motivation, whereas when approach motivation is 

high, goal maintenance and narrowed attention is enhanced. Accordingly, this review suggests that 

effects of positive affect on cognition could be domain general, but they depend on levels of approach 

motivation. More research is needed to assess if they could be extrapolated to other aspects of 

cognition. 
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Positive affect and the stability-flexibility-balance 

Alice Isen [1] was amongst the first to provide empirical evidence for enhanced flexibility under 

positive affect, which is defined as the mental ability to smoothly adjust thinking and processing styles 

to contextual demands. While her findings fueled much research, increased flexibility was found in 

very different domains, including problem solving [2], verbal fluency [3] or task switching [4]. This list 

illustrates two problems with the concept flexibility: The first one being that it is ill defined and 

encompasses very different cognitive operations, such as creativity or task switching. Different forms 

of flexibility may co-exist, such as associative flexibility (e.g., creating new associations in a verbal 

fluency task), regulative flexibility (e.g. adjusting to changes during task switching) and attentional 

flexibility (e.g., switching attention between different stimulus features) [5]. The lack of clarity in what 

flexibility actually is has led to a rather lenient use of this term [6], with sometimes  discrepant findings 

reported for effects of positive affect on it [3]. 

The second problem is the notion that flexibility improves cognition. Although cognitive 

flexibility enjoys a positive reputation, this is not necessarily the ideal mode of processing [7]. The 

flexibility-stability-balance of cognitive control [8,9] emphasizes that antagonistic control demands are 

at play and increased flexibility comes at the cost of reduced stability [7,10]. While flexibility allows 

adaptive adjustments, this comes at the cost of increased distractibility [7]. Stability on the other hand 

supports goal maintenance at the cost of overly rigid behavior. Therefore, an apparent gain in flexibility 

is accompanied by a decrease in stability, which depending on the context and task demands, could be 

either beneficial or detrimental for performance [11].1   

In this opinion paper, we focus on effects of positive affect on regulative and attentional 

flexibility. We discuss this from two perspectives, a cognitive control and an attentional control one. 

Even though they are strongly intertwined, studies from these two perspectives apply different tasks, 

which reveal effects that are described in terms of either attention or cognitive control. However, as 

we argue hereafter, despite these different methodologies and terminologies, common conclusions 

                                                           
1 Importantly, this framework entails that flexibility and stability operate on the same level of goal hierarchy.   
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can be drawn for them, and their results can be reconciled within a common framework. From a 

standard cognitive control perspective, flexibility is operationalized as improved performance to 

unexpected or new stimuli. In comparison, studies on attentional control focus on the ability to attend 

to specific information while resisting distraction. Hence, while the cognitive control perspective 

allows exploration of the flexibility-stability-balance, the attentional control perspective mostly 

addresses the impact on distractibility, and therefore reduced stability. In the following sections, we 

first review the modulatory effects of positive affect and motivation within each of these two research 

areas separately. Following this, we consider some common principles and suggest that an integrative 

approach could not only lead to a better conceptualization of the flexibility-stability-balance, but also 

a better understanding of positive affect on the one hand, and of the common mechanisms underlying 

attentional and cognitive control on the other hand.  

 

Figure 1. The studies on positive affect discussed in this paper can roughly be organized 

according to a division between cognitive control and attentional control. However, this division is 

rather arbitrary, and mostly stems from different tasks and methodologies used. Interestingly, they 

can be unified when interpreted within the flexibility-stability-balance. 
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Positive affect and cognitive control 

Within the domain of cognitive control, there is ample evidence that positive affect biases the 

flexibility-stability-balance towards increased flexibility and reduced stability. In a perceptual switching 

task [7], participants in positive affect were better in switching towards novel colors (thus increased 

flexibility), while they were worse in ignoring novel colors (thus decreased stability). These findings 

were (conceptually) replicated several times by independent researchers, including a recent 

neuroimaging study showing that the dorsal anterior cingulate cortex, which is an important hub for 

cognitive control in the brain, was implicated in the flexible selection of new action rules [4]. Similarly, 

using the AX continuous performance task (AX-CPT), it has been found that positive affect reduced cue 

maintenance (thus stability) but increased the processing of unexpected rare events (thus flexibility) 

[12–14].  

Importantly, this gain in flexibility has been shown to depend on motivational factors, in 

particular the intensity of approach motivation, which is defined as “the impetus to move towards” 

[15,16]. Positive affect low in approach motivation improved cognitive flexibility, while positive affect 

high in approach motivation decreased flexibility and improved stability [17,18]. Interestingly, identical 

effects were found when reward was used as incentive. When non-contingent rewards were randomly 

presented, presumably eliciting positive affect low in approach motivation, flexibility was increased 

[12,19]. However, when rewards were performance-contingent, presumably eliciting positive affect 

high in approach motivation, flexibility was decreased [12,19]. These and related findings have been 

discussed in recent reviews [7,10].  

However, an important element, which has not been addressed yet explicitly, is that findings 

from the AX-CPT are very often discussed within the dual-mechanisms of cognitive control (DCM) 

framework [20,21]. The DCM framework distinguishes proactive and reactive control modes. In a 

proactive control mode, goal-relevant information drives perception and actions in an anticipatory 

manner, i.e. before an event occurs. In a reactive control mode, corrective measures are triggered 

when goals are not met, i.e. after an interference is detected. Increased flexibility, as the ability to 
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adjust according to task demands, could therefore result from either decreased proactive control (i.e. 

action selection is not guided by cue information) or increased reactive control (i.e. new information 

triggers a larger orienting response). Accordingly, there is no precise mapping between either of these 

two different control modes and flexibility. Moreover, as these control modes could act more or less 

independently, the interpretation of these results in terms of the flexibility-stability-balance has to be 

done with caution (see also [22]). However, changes in proactive control have been linked to positive 

affect. For example, positive mood induced by an imagery technique led to decreased proactive control 

(but increased reactive control) in a standard anti-saccade task, i.e. where participants had to inhibit 

automatic eye movements towards a lateralized target location [23]. Complementary, a computational 

modelling account [24] showed that task-irrelevant positive affect led to decreased proactive control, 

while performance contingent reward led to increased proactive control. Similarly, by combining the 

AX-CPT with task-irrelevant pictures, neurophysiological studies reported that positive affect 

decreased proactive control [25]. Again, this modulation was affected by motivational factors, as 

positive affect high in approach motivation (induced by pictures [26,27] or performance contingent 

reward [28,29]) led to increased proactive control. This suggests that even though there is no clear 

correspondence between the DCM framework and the flexibility-stability-balance, both are similarly 

influenced by positive affect and approach motivation, which points to a possible shared underlying 

mechanism. In summary, positive affect does not unconditionally increase flexibility while reducing 

stability, as cognitive flexibility under positive affect can be counteracted by high approach motivation 

and reward prospect.   

Positive affect and attentional control 

Attentional control enables the selection of relevant information and the suppression of irrelevant 

distractor information. According to the broaden and build theory [30,31], positive affect can change 

this information selection through a gain in the attentional scope, i.e. broadened attention, whereby a 

larger portion of the visual field is attended [32–36]. Interestingly, there seems to be a trade-off 
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whereby this gain is compensated by increased distractibility. This effect has been studied with varying 

experimental paradigms.  

 Initially, the broadening of attention under positive affect has been demonstrated using 

interference paradigms, where a larger distraction was observed in positive affect [37]. However, 

studies vastly differed in their methodological approaches and revealed mixed findings [38] (for a 

review see [33]). To reconcile these discrepant findings, it has been proposed that the link between 

positive affect and attentional control is complex, and its strength and direction depend on 

methodological factors [39]. Accordingly, positive affect does not necessarily trigger attentional 

broadening, but it could enhance the (currently) dominant scope of attention, possibly through a brain-

wide gain in neural communication [40,41]. This variability has also been related to specific 

motivational effects: while high approach motivation fosters narrowing of attention, low approach 

motivation fosters broadening instead [15]. Similar results have been reported when contrasting 

performance-contingent reward to randomly presented reward [42], where only the first led to less 

interference (thus narrowing). By contrast, randomly presented rewards can lead to opposite effects 

in the following trials [41 vs. 42], which were explained by local affective changes induced by reward 

perception: Reward pursuit can increase approach motivation, thereby increasing focus and 

attentional narrowing. Alternatively, reward attainment can signal a comfortable task performance, 

increasing exploration and attentional broadening [45]. Nevertheless, the temporal dynamics and 

conditions of how reward pursuit and attainment interact with each other remain open questions.   

However, these complex interaction effects driven by positive affect and approach motivation 

from the current to the next trial highlight the fact that these interference tasks likely tap into cognitive 

control states, besides attentional control. Consequently, the usefulness of these paradigms to study 

attention has been questioned [33]. To overcome this limitation, attentional control has been explored 

using the load theory of attention [46], which predicts that the extent to which unattended stimuli are 

suppressed depends on the amount of resources available. Therefore, in subsequent experiments, 

attentional scope was tested in conditions varying in perceptual (or working memory) load. Using this 
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framework, it has been found that positive affect led to broadened attention: Irrespective of whether 

these unattended stimuli were task relevant or not, performance and neurophysiological indices 

showed a decreased filtering as well as reduced differentiation of them [32,47]. All in all, positive affect 

can broaden attention, but this gain likely reflects a complex and dynamic change in how the incoming 

information is eventually sampled [48].  

Conclusion and Outlook 

 

Figure 2. The influence of positive affect/approach motivation on the flexibility-stability-balance. 

Positive affect tips the flexibility-stability-balance depending on motivational intensity: While positive 

affect low in approach motivation (one side of the balance, green color) leads to more flexibility and 

consequently less stability, positive affect high in approach motivation (the other side of the balance, 

red color) fosters stability over flexibility. 

 

This short review suggests that effects of positive affect on cognitive control and attention 

could eventually share some similarities. In the case of cognitive control, positive affect increases the 

ability to shift to new information at the cost of reduced goal maintenance. When attentional control 

is considered, positive affect leads to a broader attentional focus at the cost of distractibility. However 

and importantly, as shown in Figure 2, these effects are found only if approach motivation is low. If 

approach motivation is high, opposite effects are found with increased stability and narrowed 

attention. Based on this striking analogy, it is tempting to assume that a similar mechanism is at play 

for both of them. However, whether or not attentional scope goes hand in hand with the stability-
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flexibility-balance, still needs to be demonstrated empirically. In this closing section, we suggest three 

complementing avenues for future research in this area that hold promise to elucidate this important 

question. 

First, future studies should assess effects of positive affect and motivation on cognitive control 

and attentional control using well-controlled and well-powered within-subjects designs. While some 

findings presented here above were (conceptually) replicated, the presented studies hardly addressed 

issues of statistical power. Therefore, conclusions have to be made cautiously, in particular when they 

are derived from between-subjects or neuroscientific methods. Direct replications as well as well-

designed experiments with larger sample sizes are highly desirable to achieve a correct and valid 

understanding of positive affect, and its role in attention as well as cognitive control. In particular, to 

establish if a common mechanism could undergird them as we propose here, it appears essential to 

quantify the amount of variance shared within the same participants. In this context, it would be useful 

to supplement standard behavioral indices with neurophysiological markers informing about the need 

for cognitive control [49] or preparations to act [50,51].  

Second, different tasks have been used to study cognitive control and attentional control (see 

Figure 1), which inevitably hinders the possibility to compare them easily. Accordingly, it would be 

highly beneficial to devise and validate novel experimental paradigms where these two could be 

measured concurrently.  

Last, the approach motivation has almost exclusively been studied using the dichotomy 

between low and high motivational intensity. Likewise, positive affect is often compared to a non-

positive or neutral state. Despite methodological advantages, it appears important to depart from this 

simple categorization, and to consider more fine-grained variations along both motivation and affect 

[15]. When doing so, different manipulations of motivational and affective states should be validated 

and systematically compared to each other. For example, what exact positive affective state (also in 

terms of approach motivation) is elicited when reward is made contingent on performance remains 

currently untested.  Likewise, it appears important to better model the influence of arousal as this 
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dimension might also interact with approach motivation (see [41]). Hence, a richer and more 

systematic exploration of the variety of possible positive affect states in relation to approach 

motivation would not only enhance ecological validity, but could also shed some new light on their 

differential effects on cognition, brain and behavior.   

We conclude that it is important to study effects of positive affect on cognition in relation to 

approach motivation, since they are neither interchangeable nor orthogonal to each other (see Figure 

2 and [16] for a similar discussion). Even though in some situations motivation might outweigh positive 

affect or vice versa, we propose that in many cases, their joint contribution accounts for more variance 

than their independent effects. As we have proposed here, this framework turns out to be valuable to 

account for the changes seen across various tasks and contexts in attentional control or cognitive 

control resulting from positive affect. Their integration into a common framework could (1) help refine 

and improve the concepts of flexibility and stability in the existing literature and (2) help assess the 

amount of possible overlap between them in terms of shared cognitive architecture and neural 

mechanisms. 
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